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If you have been on the fence about whether you want to jump on the

Podcast bandwagon or leave that to your competition, you are

missing out. 

Just like with a blog, a podcast is a way for you to build an audience.

As your podcast grows in popularity, the size of your audience

increases. Not everyone who listens to your show will come back for

more, but the ones who like your style and your content will become

loyal listeners. 

After initially getting your podcast set up, the total time each week to

launch a new episode is under an hour, from hitting record on the mic

to editing and clicking publish to release. 

Podcasts
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If the thought of you building your own podcast is a little too much

initially, that's OK, I get it. You can start with being the expert on

someone else's podcast. 

Build your authority as the go-to expert in the space and watch the

leads come rolling in. The nice part about podcasts is the binge-worthy

content. Once listeners find a podcast they jive with, they start listening

to every episode, including the one you were on, for years to come.

How do you get started finding where to be a guest? Connect with

others in Facebook Podcast Collaboration Groups. There are so many

groups where they are looking to find guests and where people are

looking to be guests, and you can hop right on that bandwagon. 
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YouTube is a terrific medium for everything and anything you are in

need of a tutorial on - it's also owned by Google, which controls what

content comes up when someone is searching a topic of interest, like

when should I transition my baby from 3-2 naps. Right? 

By creating a YouTube Channel, you are not only building a place to

send potential clients, where they have access to help, support, and

guidance on their topic, you also are showing them your face and your

personality a bit more. Remember, people buy from people they know,

like, and trust. 

You can start to make a 2-for-1 piece of content as well. I create my

Podcast and YouTube video at the same time. Then, splice the audio

and video easily, so I can load the same episode in two places. 

It is an easy link switch for the day you drop the new video on your

Instagram profile, to send people right out there, but also, it makes a

great and fast way to create a topic to share with your audience as

you grow your opt-in list...{and we will get to opt-ins in a bit} 

YouTube02
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Think about all of the amazing products that you use every day in your

business and with your clients that you believe in and that work. Tell

people about your experience and build your credibility with the brand.

Companies are always looking for new and quality content, fresh

perspectives, and feedback on the products they offer for the potential

customers they are hoping to gain. 

When you are a guest blogger, it's beneficial for them, because you are

telling your story about their amazing product, and it's beneficial to you

because they are sharing your story with their large audience, getting

you more views, follows, and in-bound leads, filled with people who

want to work with you. 

{They also create backlinks, which help you rank higher in search

because Google sees that you are linked, and gives you credibility

points.}

Be a Guest Blogger
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03 Write Your Own Blog
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What better way to build your authority on a topic but through an

article, you can point someone to on your website. They get support on

their biggest issue, which is likely a problem you help people solve every

week anyway, now, you only have to answer the question one time, in a

comprehensive post, but once people are out on your website and get

that AHH-mazing answer, they will start poking around your services

page to learn more about you and your company. 

Plus, new content each week is what Google wants from a search

engine optimization {SEO} to help you move up the ranks to page 1!



Do you ever see the sexy Facebook Ad, where the woman is standing in front of some "big name"

newspaper logo or with a photo showing her on TV, with the headline "Get Published, Your Key to

Your Next 6 Figures" and you opt-in, then for a few thousand dollars, she will tell you how she did

it? 

Save your money on these types of ads that suck you in, because it's free and easier than
you think to get published, even as a start-up, on the news and in media. 

There is a website called HARO, which stands for Help a Reporter Out. This is the major source for

international news media outlets, print media, and online content creation and it's FREE to you. 

Get Published in News and Media 
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To get started, you simply go out to HARO {www.helpareporter.com} and

create your free account. Then, select the topics where your niche supports.

For example, if you are a Sleep Consultant, you are going to want the

Lifestyle & Fitness or General queries that are released 3 times a day. If you

are a travel blogger, you may also want to check the "Travel" check-box.

You can check and un-check what daily emails you want, from journalists

who are looking for credible sources on a topic with specific deadlines. 

You also get to see the source they are writing it for, like the Wall Street

Journal, Today, Motherly, Cosmopolitan, Readers Digest, and so many more

mainstream and niche publications. If you resonate and can speak on the

topic, you share your short and sweet pitch with the response to their

question and wait for your Google news alerts to pop up with your name

and business in the lights! Plus, you get to add that logo to your website,

further building your credibility. 
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Don't Sell - Serve0 6
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When you are building a business, you might be trying to determine how

many sales conversations you need to have to convert someone into a

paying customer. Those metrics can be helpful for you to determine how

to hit your monthly revenue targets but also may have you coming into your

prospect calls with a "desperate for a client" tone - which will scare off

anyone after 15 minutes.  

People get so hung up on the sale, the script, the "hook," and the "don't

give away all of your secrets" advice that other business coaches share

with you, that you forget that the person on the other line needs help, and

YOU can solve their problem for them. I serve, and always book the clients

I want almost every time. {I am human too}   

People buy from people they know like and trust. They want relationships

but also want to know you can solve their problem. They buy for the VALUE

you are bringing to the table, not the price. So many entrepreneurs try to

beat each other up with the price. You will have just as many no's as the

cheapest and as the most expensive. You attract the people you want to

work with based on the value you provide, and as a result, those services

they will pay you any price point for.  



Drive more sales with an organized lead management system

instead of obsessing about the finish line- the sale- focus on the actions

that get you there and enjoy a peaceful and predictable sales process. 

So many of you are struggling to find "more leads" and spending hours

on admin work, instead of making sales, crushing your financial goals,

and having more time to enjoy that beautiful family.  

With the right strategy and system in place, you can find and book clients

at whatever price point your business sells for and systematize the

"admin" work - so you have time to connect authentically with your ideal

prospects. Look into workflow automation software or connect with me to

learn more about the amazing free and low-cost systems that are

available to do it all.   
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Design a Quiz0 8
A Sample Schedule Generator 

Why Won't My Baby Sleep Through the Night

Does Your Toddler do Any of These as Bedtime

An easy way to capture new leads, understand their pain points, and start

nurturing them with the services you provide is through the use of a quiz. 

Some examples include:

The best online quiz maker lets you segment your leads for highly targeted

list building. You can create quizzes that are both entertaining and

interactive and have a long, evergreen lifespan. 

Optimize Your Lead Management
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Create a Stellar Opt-in0 9
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Navigating a newborn - your guide to the first 12 weeks. 

The 5 Reasons your Infant isn't Sleeping Through the Night

How to Calm the Toddler Tornado at Bedtime

Sample Schedule Generator - Build Your Ideal Day

No matter how many sign-up forms you have, prospects aren’t going to opt

into your email list if they don’t have a compelling reason to do so.

Something needs to be in it for them, and that’s exactly what you can

provide in the form of incentives. 

In the Sleep Consulting vertical, for example, children change and grow

rapidly, so you need to ensure you are targeting each segment with a

specific opt-in, based on the struggle that age is facing: 

{All of which you get in the Sleep Coach Success Lab program to use as a paid client of the program.}

You will never have to "sell" a day in your life. If you serve, you will secure a

client because of the value you have already brought to the relationship. 

 When someone is opting for this download, they need help. Genuinely

connect with them, learn more, start a conversation. It's never been easier

than it is today with so many channels to communicate, share a voice note,

or ask to help them and learn more. Your pipeline and a waiting list will be

full of eager prospects who are ready to get started.   

https://tinytransitions.com/sleep_coach_success_lab/
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Create a Facebook Group
that Converts on Auto-Pilot
Your market is on Facebook and you can build a following through the

proper and strategic use of groups to create clients and referrals on auto-

pilot. 

First, you want to design a group that meets the need of your target

audience, it gives them a reason to join, like free training that is a "must-

attend" as it will solve their deepest issues. Funnel everyone from every opt-

in, communication, and marketing message you put out. 

"Join me, free next Tuesday, in my Facebook group called {Your Group

Here} where I will be hopping on live to fix your issue with {Early morning

wakings, short naps, overnight wakings, toddler protests, nap transitions,

sleeping through the night, an open Q&A ask me anything....etc.} 

Once they are in the group, they are going to keep seeing the value, the

credibility, and the SUCCESS you bring others, and they will convert when

they are ready to make a change. When that time comes, guess whom they

are coming to? You, if you show up and bring value to the group in just a

few MINUTES a week. 

*Note, the entire strategy for this that leaped me to multiple 6-figures
and beyond we cover in my Sleep Coach Success Lab® program.
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As the nation’s leading Pediatric Sleep Consultant, Lactation Counselor, and

Postpartum Doula, I am changing the way tired parents approach sleep coaching. 

My name is Courtney Zentz, Founder of Tiny Transitions, LLC. and rested

mother of 2. My team, the Slumber Squad, has helped thousands of families

worldwide using emotionally respectful sleep coaching, science-backed research,

and customized solutions to bring better rest for children all over the world. Our

diverse expert team of social workers, lactation specialists, and medical

professionals have moved us to be the premier providers in the Sleep Consulting

space for children birth through 12 years.

After spending over 14 years as a Marketing Executive at a Fortune 500 company,

teaching sales, operations, and proposal generation to some of the best in the

industry. Being home on maternity leave with my son, I recognized a huge gap in

the postpartum space, for both new parents and the providers, had who were

caring for them. Over the past 7+ years, I have worked privately with thousands of

families around the world, to bring rest back into their homes, and now, I coach

other Sleep Consultants & Postpartum Providers on how to transform their

business and skyrocket to success.

Thank you, and I look forward to
connecting with you.
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Courtney R Zentz
With Gratitude, 

TO LEARN MORE:
Courtney Zentz
610-314-7437

courtney@tinytransitions.com
www.tinytransitions.com

 
Learn More & Get Started

https://tinytransitions.com/sleeplab/

